WISLI TUITION SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION FORM FOR SUMMER 2019

WISLI Tuition Scholarship applications are due by 11:59 p.m. on Monday, April 1, 2019*

CONTACT INFORMATION
FIRST NAME:
LAST NAME:
PREFERRED MAILING ADDRESS:
E-MAIL:
PHONE:

LANGUAGE STUDY INFORMATION
LANGUAGE APPLYING FOR:
ANTICIPATED LEVEL:
WISLI INSTITUTE (CIRCLE ONE): APTLII CESSI* SASLI SEASSI SIPI

INSTITUTE APPLICATION INFORMATION
☐ Select this box to authorize the WISLI Director and your WISLI Institute to access your application materials from your institute application in consideration for the WISLI Tuition Scholarship.

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
Please include a one-page (approximately 500 words) statement of purpose describing your intended personal/academic/professional goals for language study at a WISLI Institute in Summer 2019, the broader impact of these goals, and how a WISLI Tuition Scholarship would help you to meet these goals.

LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION (2 REQUIRED)
☐ Select this box to authorize the WISLI Director and your WISLI Institute to access your recommendation letters for your institute application or other institute funding in consideration for the WISLI Tuition Scholarship.
☐ Select this box if you will be requesting to have two (2) letters of recommendation sent to the WISLI Director, Dr. Felecia Lucht, at felecia.lucht@wisc.edu, using WISLI TUITION SCHOLARSHIP in the subject line.

All application materials must be submitted by 11:59 p.m. on Monday, April 1, 2019. CESSI applicants, see the asterisked note below.

Please review the scholarship information on the WISLI website prior to submitting your application to Dr. Felecia Lucht at felecia.lucht@wisc.edu. Contact Dr. Felecia Lucht at (608) 263-6693 or felecia.lucht@wisc.edu if you have further questions about the WISLI Tuition Scholarship or the application process.

* Applications for a WISLI Tuition Scholarship for CESSI are accepted and reviewed on a rolling basis and do not follow the same timeline as the other institutes. Contact Dr. Lucht before applying.